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This is **THE** Public Square
Where the “Fun Begins”
A Nightly Ritual
A storied history
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We bring world class plaza and waterfront design.
Approach
Collective Vision
Building on Your Success

Key Themes from the City-Led Engagement Process

- Make this a place that is true to Key West
- Celebrate the great qualities that already exist in Mallory Square
- Design for Human Comfort
- Balance active and passive programming
- Increase Connectivity along the Waterfront
A Collective Vision
Beyond the Sunset
CATALYZE
Build on the draw of the plaza
CONNECT
Provide a linkage to critical community corridors
ENGAGE
Provide a welcoming plaza for all of Key West
Unapologetically Key West
Native Landscape at Waterfront

Softened Hardscape at Waterfront
Community Building & Native Plants

Ecology & Restoration

Intimate & Shaded Spaces

Community Building & Native Plants
Design with Implementation in Mind
Design with Implementation in Mind
Design with Implementation in Mind
A Resilient Square
A Resilient Square integrates:

- Economics & Operations
- Climate Resiliency
- Durable Materials
- Maintenance Planning
Why Our Team?
Why Our Team?

1. National perspective grounded with deep local knowledge
2. Our creative, listening-based community outreach process
3. Experience with placemaking and urban waterfronts
Thank You!
APPENDIX
Key Stages of the Project

STAGE I
PROJECT START-UP
(3 MONTHS)

STAGE II
VISION & PROGRAMMING
(5 MONTHS)

STAGE III
MASTER PLAN
(4 MONTHS)

STAGE IV
ACTION
(12 Months/TBD)

Client Collaboration:

Community Engagement Key Milestones:

Previous Engagement Efforts